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The Academy of American Poets, founded in 1934, supports American poets 
at all stages of their careers and fosters an appreciation for American Poetry.

The annual prizes for university and college students are funded by alumni 
interested in encouraging young writers. We are grateful to Aquinas alumni  
Dr. Tony Foster and Linda Nemec Foster for making the prize available for 
Aquinas College students.
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WINNING POEM OF THE  
ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE POETRY PRIZE

First Name Cassandra, Middle Name Remembrance

The other day, my birth father told me
my middle name means remembrance.
And I wonder why he chose that
since he forgot me two years later.
And I wonder if I’m something to forget,
like an umbrella or a cup of coffee.
And I wonder—does my middle name
explain why I remember everything?
Moonlit trees in a second story window,
dirty knees, eating uncooked ramen on
back balconies, baby hairs on the nape,
curled, sweaty, and morning breath kisses.
And I wonder if he had a list of words
scribbled on a napkin or maybe his arm,
the ink-black dragon on it breathing
love and peace and flower and elephant
(my mother thought it was elephant),
and if he scratched out each one until
all that was left was remembrance.
And I’m telling you now,
with a warm heart and a clenched fist:
all that is left is remembrance.

- Cassandra Anouthay, Junior
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Dennis Hinrichsen’s Comments: 
What a delight to read such a fine selection of poems. There were many  

things to praise in each piece. Every writer did the important work of looking closely at this 
world and tackling significant, and sometimes, difficult subject matter and then through the 
wedding of content to form, transforming that material into a work of art. Every writer had 
a strong sense of audience and  
found effective narrative frames, images, music, to communicate what they  
found as they explored these ideas and emotions. It made judging this work  
a difficult, but pleasurable task.

Two poems, however, did stand out above the others.

The first is, “First Name Cassandra, Middle Name Remembrance” which I have selected 
as the winning poem. What sets this poem apart is its formal tensions--the immensity of 
the emotion being expressed against the swift and focused lyricism. It compresses, creates 
pressure, as if something is about to explode. The contrasting imagery in the latter half of 
the poem is also pinpoint, wonderfully detailed and visual, and creates another level of 
tension between how the birth father and speaker view their shared history. Lastly, the 
poem ends with “a warm heart and a clenched fist”--contradictory but simultaneously held 
emotions that capture the complexity and human truth at the core of this experience.

This year’s honorable mention goes to “Blue Bird,” which is a rich, psychological read of 
the “boy shoots bird” tableau. Here, the narrative scene is set quickly so the poet can get 
to the complex move of attempting to rationalize a killing. And then a very smart move-
-a cinematic zoom into the eye of the dead jay before the poem dives deeper into self 
examination. The second character, the “prayerful” brother, works wonderfully as contrast 
and helps move that dead blue jay into bluebird of happiness terrain so the reader sees 
the full scale of this day’s  
choice. And the last few lines, too, work beautifully as the poem comes full  
circle--hunting for crows and killing a jay, killing happiness perhaps, the speaker zeroes in 
on what might be the final outcome of the day: a darker, self-revealing, crow-like truth.

 Dennis Hinrichsen’s most recent works are Skin Music, co-winner of the 2014 Michael 
Waters Poetry Prize from Southern Indiana Review Press, and Electrocution, A Partial 
History, winner of the Rachel Wetzsteon Chapbook Prize from Map Literary: A Journal of 
Contemporary Writing and Art. Both will appear in 2015. His previous books include Rip-
tooth (2010 Tampa Poetry Prize) and Kurosawa’s Dog (2008 FIELD Poetry Prize). An earlier 
work, Detail from The Garden of Earthly Delights, received the 1999 Akron Poetry Prize.  
New poems of his can be found in The Adroit Journal, Memorious and Michigan Quarterly 
as well as a number of recent anthologies including Poetry in Michigan/Michigan in Poetry, 
New Poetry From the Midwest 2014, Clash by Night (an anthology inspired by The Clash’s 
London Calling) and Best of the Net 2014. He has been the recipient of an NEA and two 
grants from the state of Michigan as well as prizes for work published in Poetry Northwest 
and Carolina Quarterly. He lives in Lansing, Michigan.
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Blue Bird

Rifles slung round  
coat hanger shoulders,
we dashed through the pines. 
Heads bowed, scanning the 
forest floor. 
Suddenly the body blazing 
bright against 
brown, appeared. 
We dropped to our knees,
realizing the feathers, royal hue--
not black, but blue.

I shot a crow, I thought, that day but
poked instead at a lifeless jay. 
Its dark, pellet-eye, wide and  
as I looked into that pearl-sized void, 
I heard my mother’s voice describing
the bird: cruel--a winged raider, 
a thief of eggs.
Excited to explain, I turned to 
my brother, crouched in a prayerful pose 
his eyes welled with tears.
I stopped suddenly aware, 
and scared, my own eyes—dry.
Was it due to the recollection,
the bird, a bandit? 
Or something worse? 
A darker truth of who I was, 
or would become.   

- Benjamin Stoner, Senior

HONORABLE MENTION
The Academy of American Poets  

Contest for Colleges and Universities
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Last Dance with Jillian
Patricia Schlutt, Junior

A seizure is what killed her, that’s what my dad said when he called. He 
mentioned it offhand. He didn’t want to worry me. That’s why he didn’t call 
earlier. Jillian and I hadn’t talked in years, and he points this out, and he’s right, 
and the birds are singing outside and I am swallowing any unsettled thoughts 
before they leave my mouth.

“Her mom wanted to ask if you had any pictures of the two of you for her 
memorial board. And the funeral is on Wednesday. I can give you an address.” 

I have a box of pictures of us as children with our violins and cowboy hats in  
the midday sun, and at harvest festivals holding hands and eating caramel apples, 
and by the lake in swimsuits grinning at the camera like the girls that we were but 
are no longer. 

The fluorescent lights in the kitchen make my skin look blue and white. I sit 
cross-legged on the floor and try to study microeconomics. I have notebooks 
spread out in front of me and nobody is at home, they are all outside, lying in 
the grass in their sunglasses, so I take up the whole kitchen floor. I feel my bones 
within my body and my life beating. I observe that I can move my arms and legs.  
If I wanted to, I could dance. I wonder if, wherever you are, you can still dance.

And I remember the time that we danced, Jillian, and the morning cascaded 
into noon. They were playing a fiddle song on stage and you grabbed my hand 
and we danced in front of everybody. We danced to beat death.
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Inspired by the Style of 
Francisco De Goya, oil on canvas

Rickie Anderson, Jr
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Salamanca
Elizabeth Nelson, Senior

Above all, she was old—older than anyone I had ever met. Streaks of sun-
bleached gray streamed down her red rooftops, and age-spots dotted her 
yellowing bricks. Wrinkles lined her streets, foggy cataracts frosted her windows, 
and the tower of her cathedral leaned just a little. Some nights, very quiet nights, 
you could hear a raspy sigh or two and the sound of dust softly settling in her 
corners. 

But something proud permeated the atmosphere in her presence. She was 
not weak or forgetful in her old age. She did not sag or slouch, but stood tall and 
stately. She kept a tight dignified jawline, preserving all the angles of her youth. 
Whether or not it pained her to do so was hard to say. She hid a lot of things well.

She was silent most of the time, a people-watcher. She was everywhere, all the 
time, following you. Her quiet wisdom coated the street, blurring into the sky, 
and it became difficult to remember what any other place was like after a while. If 
you were around her long enough, she became everything. She became your life, 
your love, your one-and-only. If you stayed a little longer, she became impossible 
to un-love, no matter how long you lived, no matter what other cities you met. 

I miss my Salamanca.

Untitled (backside), 
terracotta

Mackenzie Klingenberg
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My Peelings for You

Your shape is spherical yet imperfect—
A planet of dimples and soft spots.

I rub your cold, leathery skin,
Leaving a lively scent upon my fingers.

Did it hurt?
When you fell from that tree—

Landing in my hands—
You said goodbye to your well-rounded family.

We left Florida,
I brought you to Michigan.

Apples competed with your tartness,
The cherries outsold your pulp—

But just know that I love you, my orange…
For your slices are all I got.

- Chucky Blackmore, Junior

Oranges and Lemons, 
digital print

Gina Kukulski
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A Family of Collectors
Elizabeth Nelson, Senior

I have always known I would be a collector. My father is a collector of advanced 
degrees and specialized awards advanced degrees and specialized awards from 
various sectors of the business world. My mother is a collector of vintage clothing 
and photos of outfits she’s designed and clippings from magazines that have 
featured her work. My grandparents and aunts and uncles and third cousins once 
removed are all collectors of various things: baseball cards and license plates and 
Elvis memorabilia. It is a generally-known and possibly not unwritten rule that the 
timeline of a true Weinberger goes as follows:

1. be born,

2. attend school for an inordinate number of years, 

3. collect something interesting, and 

4. die. 

It is also highly recommended that the last two steps overlap. It’s always good 
to get started early, you know.

 I was nineteen when I realized I was running out of time. For years, I had 
expected my Collection Calling to simply fall into my lap one day, the way my 
mother discovered fashion photography through a stranger’s chance placement 
(or misplacement) of an expensive camera on the sidewalk. But halfway through 
my freshman year of college, the most impressive collection I could display 
consisted of the letter A printed over and over again in black ink on a stack of 
neatly folded report cards. As far as collections go, this one was moderately 
impressive, but I knew it would not last all my life. I would graduate in less than 
four years, and I had no real career goals, no discernible income-generating 
skills, and no idea what I would collect. Tears, maybe. Or food stamps. Years of 
homeless misery. Belly-button lint. 

 No one in my family had ever skipped step three before. Although I 
didn’t know it at the time, I would be the first…
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Tomatoes, digital print
Gina Kukulski
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Diminished

Rachael Steil, Senior

Freshman year.

Heart beat.

Hungry.

Heart beat.

Hungry.

Don’t eat.

An hour after dinner I sit on the floor, cross-legged with my cross country 
teammates, while we play Telephone Pictionary in the cabin in Baldwin, Michigan. 
My new teammates reach for the snacks—marshmallow treats zigzagged with 
chocolate drizzle, cookies, Nature Valley granola bars. 

I will not touch any of these. 

“Your so-called ‘energy’ bars are merely candy bars in disguise.”

I remember reading this. I remember all the secrets I had uncovered that 
summer. 

“You should go to bed hungry.”

That one, too. So of course I won’t eat now. But why does everyone else eat? 
How do they stay thin? I have to have more discipline. There is something wrong 
with me. 

I have to follow my rules. 

The library “health” magazines repeat advice over and over to me, whisper 
their incantations, their instructions:

“Distinguish between emotional and true hunger!”

“Water is the best way to stop hunger.”

“Don’t eat when you are sad!”

I read these rules day after day, write down the rules in my notebook. When 
that notebook overflows with notes, I transfer and add the information to 
documents on my computer, save dozens of pages of instructions. I divide 
the food rules into categories—breakfast advice, lunch advice, dinner advice, 
emotional advice, ways-to-trick-hunger advice.
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The hunger will diminish.

The hunger will diminish.

Your body will diminish.

But the bananas—a huge rack of bananas—sit taunting me, on the counter at 
the cabin. I want them, so I pull out the emergency stash of gum in my pocket.

“Chew gum if you feel the urge to indulge.”

 I throw a piece of gum in my mouth and try to focus on what everyone is 
laughing about.

Focus. Have fun. Stop thinking about it—

The food.

I glance up at the rack of bananas. I look back at the girls around me. 

Focus.

I slide another stick of gum in my mouth. 

Why doesn’t this work?

I look at the bananas again. 

Maybe just one. 

I fail. I don’t know half of what is going on, half of what has happened as I grab 
a banana, because all I think about is that banana—how I should chew more gum, 
how I should resist, how my new teammates take more and more Rice Krispie 
treats, how I suddenly find myself weaving my way multiple times through the 
crowd to get what my body screams for. I wonder what my teammates must think 
of me, wonder how many calories I will consume as I turn the Rice Krispie box 
ever-so-carefully when no one is looking to see that each treat is one hundred 
empty calories.

Do they see? Do they see into the obsession? That there is something wrong 
with me, that it is difficult to lose more weight, and that I must have an over-eating 
problem? The girls continue with their game, laughing and screaming, eating their 
snacks, oblivious to the meaning, the value, and the control one must have over 
food—

A control I never had to begin with.
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Hair Brush

I see a black pitchfork with a long wooden pole
You do not poke and pierce
me, but assist me 
Turning up my flattened hair
when I wake
shifting, golden strands
of hay on my head
Carefully placing them 
out of their scattered and
knotted place
moving them as a rake would
through black fertile soil
as a farmer begins his day
of work

- Spencer Adam, Junior

Bury Strife, acrylic 
and ink on canvas
Benjamin Stoner
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Spinning Apples

The spinning apples make me dizzy
round and round
faster and faster
I wait in line holding my ticket
focusing on breathing while sweat
swamps my arms
My brother says C’mon the ride 
is loading
We go
He is excited and I am not
My stomach is in twists
My hands are clenched
Suddenly it starts
Slow then fast and faster 
until 
I clutch the bar in front like 
a drunk clutches a stair rail  
my head bent over and mouth
clamped shut 
All I want is for this ride to end
to be free of the spinning apples
again 
The ride slows down and I stumble 
off 
Green dizziness surrounds as my
brain swirls to a halt
I stumble forward arms outstretched
red memories flash by and
seeds dance in front of my eyes

- Kay Borst, Senior

Untitled, Clay, 
Side 1, clay

Dale Domer
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Compost

As the limp peel rots
it cooks a soup of brown goop,
embracing the furry stems 
of last week’s grapes
over a bed of Mexican rice – 
marbled green and white.

As invisible eggs spawn tiny flight,
microorganisms feast 
on a banquet of decay,
breathing deeply of the fumes 
from languishing, festering, 
husks of vegetation.

As conformity wins the day
in its uniform of khaki and beige,
darkening into a month of coffee grounds,
it settles in, mingling
with feces, fall leaves,
cicadas who never woke up.

As refuse and waste turn over in their grave,
returning to the womb,
to the ashes.
As cold, bitter earth gives way 
to soft stretching shoots – 
we wake to the light of today.

- Monika Stutzman, Senior

Overlook at Civita,  
oil on paper

Tatiana Martinez
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Sim Sala Bim

The porch swing the girl lounges on.
The collie’s tongue that licks her leg.
The traveling salesman’s footprints up the path.
The mother who sighs at the door. 
The Kansas wind that hums magic.
The salesman’s bags that remain.
The collie that disappears. 
The mother’s eyes that glaze over at sim sala bim.
The cornsilk braids the girl finds on the floor.
The salesman who laughs and sings sim sala bim!
The porch swing that decays and crumbles 
The magic in the Kansas wind.

- Regan Levitte,  Senior

Anola, Suomi (Kihiaus), oil 
on canvas

Tatiana Martinez
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Sunrise at the Top of the World

I walked to the top of the world

Before the sun was awake

And I felt the biting wind

And I shivered in the cold

I breathed the thin air

Surrounding the mountain

Inhabited only by rocks and scraggly bush

For it’s hard to stay

Up high where the rocks reach the heavens 

But my teeth were pearls in the dark

As I smiled on top of the world

And I did not know the word for the clouds

Piled high like whipped cream

Upon the sky

But still I watched

The brightening sky

As the glowing orb

Began its ascent

Painting the sky

Impossible orange

Petulant violet

And a yellow that could stop your heart

I watched

Still smiling as finally

The sun like a flat of butter

Peeked above the lavender clouds
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And lit up

The top of the world

Like a great birthday candle

Stuck upon the cake of the earth

As it had lit up my face

But as I walked down from the top of the world

The smile did not leave as the colors

Seeped from the sky

Like water from clothes on a line

No the smile stayed

And in my dark eyes were reflected

The colors of the sunrise

The piercingly intense glow

- Natalie Smith, Sophomore

Autumn, Ocean, 
Fire, acrylic and 
ink on canvas
Benjamin Stoner
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Fiero
I had just acquired my first car.

A 1985 Pontiac Fiero
A gift, more or less, from my Dad.

A jet black two-seater with speakers built into the seats
She was old, but to my classmates and me, she was a beauty.

More beautiful however, was the girl from Spanish class.

“How fast can your car go?”
That was the first thing she said to me.

“Why don’t we find out together, sometime?”
My 16 year-old self thought he was quick, until she said

“Ooh, sorry, I’ve already got plans for sometime.”
She shrugged, smiled, and I swear I saw her wink before going to class. I froze.

…

She thawed me out the next day at lunch
“Are you going to win on Friday?”

She challenged me, the esteemed captain of the football team.
“Wrong question, the real question is by how much.”

Incognito, digital 
photography

Kiley Rakowski
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I often miss that ego, or rather the confidence.
“Will you be going to the homecoming dance afterward?”

Whew, those words fell off her lips so easily and I tried not to vomit.
“Not sure, I’m just focused on the game.”

I said it super smooth. I definitely didn’t choke on my chocolate milk first. 
Didn’t…

“Well uh… you ought to. I want to ride in your car.”
She knew her game so well it was terrifying.

“I don’t know, I guess we’ll see,”
I said grinning, returning fire on her hard-to-get ploy the day before. As she 

left, I hoped to God I made my sarcasm clear.

…

49-7
We shut them out, seven to seven squared.

I tried to find her in the crowd of the student section…
Couldn’t.

Showered, changed into khakis and a black, collared shirt.
Got hoots and hollers even from my coach as I left the locker room

I was on top of the world, I was scared, I was excited.
Until my sister called,

And told me Mom was in jail.
I dropped everything, and spent the next 2 hours confused,

watching my superhero mother dear behave like a five year old
I simply couldn’t believe what I was seeing.

I concluded that it must have been a dream.
I couldn’t understand, not that night.

So I went to the party.
Then I saw her

Kissing my quarterback.
My center told me “I had my chance”

Mom took it from me though… Again.
And this was the cycle of my childhood.

And I was a linebacker, I could hit! I suddenly was glad to be your all American 
stereotype, because you couldn’t find one dummy that took a hit better than I 

did that night. The one vulnerability below my thick skin had been exploited, and 
I resolved for no more. No more hurt, no more sensitive, no more heart.

Then everything went numb.

So I found out for myself how fast my car would go.

- Johnathan Sainz, Junior
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The Red Umbrella

Every summer we went to Grandpa’s house.
We’d turn in at the white gate
And drive along the lake
Slowly up the dirt path
And when we got to the old bridge
Mamma’d let us get out
Shouting and whooping
And run up to the house.

The same creaky front step.
The same calico rounding the corner.
And most of all the same sound of Grandpa’s step
The swing of the porch door,
The crinkles around his eyes when he smiled
And said hello.

Into the kitchen and out the back door
Up the back stairs to the attic
Down again to the pantry
Hanging out of the front room window
Rocking on the front porch
Waiting to hear Grandpa say
Let’s have our walk.

A nice slow one
Up the dirt path
And over the bridge
Around the lake
And through the wood.
We’ll take the red umbrella
And walk together.

The same steady tread.
The same sunlight through the trees.
But most of all the sound of Grandpa’s voice
The warmth of his hand,
The laugh in his voice as he told us
The story of Grand-mère and the red umbrella.

- Brigid Kiley,  Junior
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Fire Walk, acrylic and ink 
on canvas

Benjamin Stoner
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Anishinaabe Jingle Dancers

Fifty stand to their feet in expectation.

the drum becomes the Sun --

each Woman a ray of blessing and joy 

                   swirling 

away from 

  the center

of life. 

  KSH ksh ksh ksh  KSH ksh ksh ksh 

their dresses sing in time to the pulse of the drum

 They dance forward, 

one foot -- then the other 

kissing the ground -- retreating, shy as a doe.  

Keening voices urge them forward: 

ehaywheah-ya-weya-weya-weya-wey. 

Treading the steps of their mothers and grandmothers before them, twirling in an 
endless rainbow of color and sound.  

Glossy braids accentuated by crimson beads and feathers 

e x t e n d e d

by the silken fur of river otters 

w  a  v  e 

in time with their dance.  

Earrings of shell and bone tap smooth cheeks.  

As they dance they pay homage to the creator -- their ancestors 

They return life to the land.  

Onlookers stand in Honor as the Women dance by 

for to wear the jingle dress is to wear life.  

The silver and gold cones of the jingles reflect the light of hope abundant in the 
People’s eyes.  

Each cone is formed by a prayer in the hands of its wearer -- preserving the 
desires of the People.  
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A 

moving 

memory.  

A 

dancing 

vision.  

Graceful sienna arms raise eagle feather fans high above.  

Only these Women are allowed to reach that high.  

Generously they spread the Good Medicine that their dance has 
infused into the air.  

The People drink of it and bless the Women who 

d  a  n  c  e

for them.  

KSH ksh ksh ksh

KSH ksh ksh ksh

KSH ksh ksh ksh 

KSH.

- Molly Robertson, Senior

Study of figure 
standing, pencil
Alex Whiteley
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Sunday

This morning, I found the last picture I ever took of you
cooking us breakfast on a random Sunday--

our day, and for the first time since you left, it seemed,
I finally looked at the face I once knew better than my own.

This picture, I stared at you and
time dripped by like that pancake batter
you used to make when you were mad.

I tried to remember the buttery taste in my mouth,
but all I found was a bitter

Sweet feeling, my wife, after 60 anniversaries,
your perfume should be knitted into my skin,

but all I smell is a bar of soap calling
my name, the way you used to say it

when I forgot to get the mail,
and the way the sound changed when

you saw the flowers I picked for you instead.
After 60 years, two months and 8 days

you’d think I would never forget
a single thing about you

since we parted in the church that bound us so long ago.
This picture, my heart beats again for you, my love,

and why you left me here alone to ache for
your smile, your touch, your laugh,
the lines around your eyes at night.
But I think I must confess, my dear,
after 1 year, 3 months, and 5 days

of silence erasing your face on Sunday mornings,
I don’t eat pancakes anymore.

- Megan Rogers, Senior
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Last Day in Patagonia,  
digital print

Gina Kukulski
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Lying Down Midday

It is total 
darkness. I’m breathing, stretched 
out across my bed, under the window. 
The blinds are shut my hips are
faced up to the ceiling if
I can see it. 
I can’t. 

My arm pillows my head 
I am closing and opening 
my eyes but find no difference between
open and closed.  I think 
I could fall 
asleep eyes open.
But I’d hate to be awake
eyes closed. 

The darkness is loud,
my heart is pumping tired
from carrying my sister’s books
all the way home. 

She caught a flight out 
and would have taken my books 
if she knew 

I too need escape. 

I hear my heart beat and just
behind my ear my watch is
ticking
still attached to my wrist.

Once again I forgot that
time and the heart do not always
line
up.
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Study of a figure laying down, charcoal
Alex Whiteley

Across the hall Veronica speaks 
in Italian and I wonder if I will 
ever understand language.

Above all darkness I refuse 
to hear fear echoed in this cramped room

I will not say “failure” out
loud 
outside where

the pigeons purr and flap between 
buildings and fresh laundry on the line. 
Maybe tomorrow 
I’ll revisit desire to navigate clotheslines

Maybe then I’ll consider flight. 

- Elizabeth Sensing, Junior
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Landscape 3,  monotype
Margaret Miller

If, After Wandering   

I’m wandering streets  
alone lined 
with trees
changing into their next 

stage.    
They don’t need
to be convinced and 
won’t

be. 

They don’t have a new motto 
or a new concept for life at each 
uncomfortable encounter
just leaves                                   
changing 
orange, brown, yellow

because they must
because they flow 

If, 
after wandering 
I’ve made it to your doorstep
I’ll know I’m blessed 

I’ll know then my
leaves are changing for 
better. 
I’ll be orange 

and yellow and wind
will sweep me into your house 
as you open the door to 
let day in                                     

Your house will waft hints of 
pumpkin pie 
maybe you baked it, maybe you 
bought it. 
Some indulgences are guilt 

free.                                       
After wandering 
I’ll doze                           
on your rug like the atom       
of Autumn
the smallest 
measure of 
season.

You will take me in your hand. 

Wandering.
when the wind blows 
again I’ll be a leaf left 
to decompose not
in your pumpkin patch 
I will become ash next to 
an apple seed in the yard.    

- Elizabeth Sensing, Junior
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The Irishman’s Return

A winding road funneled down
to the shore, 
where the pitch spread
as wide as the sea.
I have never witnessed a green
so rich, so regal,
like a rival attempting
to replace violet’s 
royal reign. 
And when I began ascending 
the cliffs incline, a 
breeze pushed, 
aiding my climb and as it
passed, I leaned, listening
hearing a fable caught
cryptic in the wind.

Soon, I reached the summit
stared out to see 
how proud
the cliffs stood 
to meet the coast 
like men in uniform 
before a ranking officer.
Saluting the ocean 
as slow cresting waves 
sung soft salutations,
the lyrics lapping to shore 
offering their refrain: 
welcome home,
welcome home.

- Benjamin Stoner, Senior

Landscape 2 (Horizontal 
Rhythm),  monotype
Margaret Miller
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Listen, Listen

I wander through the Amazon jungle, 
sweet grasses weaving through my legs.
Peering into binoculars,
my perspective becomes many—
black insects appear:

Ants creep along wet orchids,
eating the mist of the rainforest.  Listen.

Six digits tap the moist ground—
another six legs follow—
one after another the insects splash into the muddy soil.  Listen. 

Their eyes bubble at the world above.
Curiosity sees a sky of moving leaves. Listen, listen.  

Out from behind a rigid trunk steps a harpy eagle.
The insects know her by name--Queen Amazon.
She means no harm to them.  Just listen.

The feather-like bristles of palm trees stagger left then right.  Listen.

The Royal Highness flies to Prince Slither,
an anaconda of lengths so great.
No harm to the critters either—
they all creep on.  Listen.

There is One ruler that preys on the insects though…

 …Listen, but listen carefully.

The carnivore is getting closer,
but it cannot move.
Every step the ants take
is one step that could be their last.  Listen.

The sky is vibrant now
as the platoon climbs up its slender stem.
Around the bend is a field of
harmless hairs and blades of grass—they do not yield.
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The ants continue up the unknown,
wander about the prickly poppy fields without a map.
A canopy appears from above them now:
they are swallowed by the King—a Venus Fly Trap.  Listen.

No remorse as it gulps them up.
Its unapologetic needles feed on antennas, thread legs, 
thoraxes, and bloodless shells.  

Listen no more.    

- Chucky Blackmore, Junior

Prude,  oil on canvas
Tatiana Martinez
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Untitled,  welded steel
Dale Domer
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You’re the Music

         You’re the tie at the end of the measure 
      that keeps me holding my breath;
                                           the music in my brain that I can’t tune out, 
   the applause that hasn’t died, 
              and the audience that is too busy clapping 
        and won’t sit in their seats. 

You’re the hours spent alone composing
 and the song is still a work in progress; 
   the score Wolfgang hears but is 
   too ill to put to paper himself, 
     the timbre that comes out of a sax 
as it cries for you to feel what it only knows.    

   You’re the drummer that uses a brush; the string 
              that is tightened, 
                                                              and the beat that gets people on their  feet.

   You’re the melody I can’t get out of my head;
the notes that venture off  the lines  of the  staff,
the organ played at a wedding, 
       bag pipes at a
                                   funeral.

        You’re the composer that is 
 deceased;
          the fermata that indicates 
  the end;
             and the conductor that smiles before he cuts the choir…

        off. 

- Anna Egres, Senior
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Failure

Two parting 
halves of an
avocado,
with all the 
green meat, 
scraped out
by a 
silver spoon. 

The halves 
rest comfortably 
and rot 
uselessly.

- Gabriel Nothnagel, Sophomore

Us and Them, 3 Planes of Separation,   
oil on canvas 

Tatiana Martinez
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Cosmos

Not only do we live among the stars, the stars live within us. 
    Neil deGrasse Tyson, Cosmos

We are wet
but unwilling to part,
content with revolving around 
one another as the flitting snow
makes constellations in the spaces of our hair.

We move 
in a gravitational pull,
careful not to touch
and break the celestial
universe we’ve enclosed ourselves in.

We part
when our ethereal galaxy veils melt,
dissipating and evaporating 
into the vacuum
of oblivion.

I, the lonely Andromeda
am reaching out 
for the tail of your Milky Way,
but we are forever destined
to be separate entities.

We are, each of us, a little universe. 

- Emily Clements, Senior

Citrus Still Life,   
digital print 

Gina Kukulski
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Why I Learned to Play the Violin

I learned the violin because my father played the mandolin.
He lived music: he cooked and ran and slept in melody.
In the evening he would settle into his mandolin: each night
my brothers and I faded into a sleep 
saturated with song. We breathed that music.

It never grew stale
like the unending days of childhood
that go on, somehow, after you are no longer a child,
as if in some world you are always a child
and that world just gets farther and farther away.

In that world where I am a child, father is always playing us to sleep.

The first night I slept away from home
I still heard mandolin echoing. I lay awake, awash in a flush of ghostly notes.
Mother told me that the brain can come to expect certain things:
that’s why I heard music.
On the night that he was diagnosed

with throat cancer, there was no music.
And I knew he wouldn’t be able to sing for long.
And I knew that nights were long without music.

Sometimes if I lie in bed and am very still
and fill the room with my remembering,
mandolin comes back to me, leaping choruses of Appalachian songs
like the beautiful rustling wings of birds
who have taken flight for another world but won’t be gone for long.

- Patricia Schlutt, Junior
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Untitled,   
welded steel, clay 

Dale Domer
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A Poem in Honor

This poem is in honor of the twisted stem that I found in the melting snow.
Stem was scarred and blistered black with winter’s breath. And this poem
is also in honor of the first day of Spring 
when I asked Sam to pray
with me: we sat in sun and snow,
he took my hands inside of his hands and our prayer
was brown grass greening, slush becoming water, sky opening
into an infinite blue, Emmanuel.
Can you smell God? he asked.
God smells like spring. 
The evergreen boughs
that brushed my arm were like somebody’s hand in welcome,
somebody I knew well and loved but had forgotten.
There are many people like that. 

The broken sprig shriveled on the branch then.
and now it is in my hand. 
How does it smell?
Like dirt and evening.
How does it sound?
Like the birds that call before sunset.
And in that sound is my name, a hush
that is familiar and unknown.
In the memory, Sam said into all the echoing 
silence, Emmanuel,
and the universe was blossoming around that word, re-creating,
redeeming itself, 
and even our heartbeats were ripening into flowers
that were heavy with the sweet fruit of another world.

- Patricia Schlutt, Junior
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Untitled,   
stoneware 

Mackenzie Klingenberg
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Transition,  charcoal 
Alex Whiteley
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Serendipity

I hate the word “accident”.  I prefer to think of the way my son came into my life as 
“serendipity”.  I think of the way he cradles my index finger close to his cheek and 
spills warm, milky breath onto my knuckles and I know this was no accident.

I hear the exhales growing longer and deeper, watch his long, dark lashes 
fluttering, struggling to stay awake, and I know this is not “an undesirable or 
unfortunate happening that occurred unintentionally.”

I feel him release my finger, drop his tiny arms, listen to his quiet sighs of 
contentment, and I know that he is my “unplanned fortune”, my “pleasant 
discovery.” 

He is not a “coincidence,” I think as he rolls his body closer to mine, swaddled like 
a caterpillar in a cocoon. He is not “a remarkable concurrence of events without 
apparent causal connection.”

He is my “synchronicity,” I know as I breathe in his new, maple syrup skin. He is a 
“meaningful coincidence,” the connection of two unrelated events, fate.

You might think: Event 1—Sex. Event 2--Baby.

But I like to think it’s more than that when I feel his small body melt into my arms, 
radiant with heat and love. 

- Anna Kirvan, Senior
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Untitled
Hannah Fowler, Junior

They asked me to write about Rome, and this is my answer: I can’t. 

I can’t condense three months into three stanzas or a lifetime’s worth of it 
all coming together into a set rhyme scheme. Words, the simple act of writing, 
of lifting a pen and scratching lines into paper has never been so confining, so 
confounding as when trying to put words to a cultural masterpiece. My tiny 
offering is a child’s finger painting next to the Caravaggio, a rock next to Bernini. 
My own masterpiece couldn’t hold a drop of sweet Roman water next to the 
boundless beauty of the city I love and all that it stands for. 

Perhaps to write about what it was like, I can write about what it is like. 
But maybe in order to write about that I need to first write about my most-
deadening, most soul-numbing heartbreak. The one that left me greyer, 
understanding that the world is not black and white. The one that is twilight, not 
nighttime, because nighttime makes sense. The one that I wake up occasionally 
having dreamed of and my day is disquiet in remembrance. The one that left 
the scar so deep that it didn’t heal right and I rub it sometimes because there’s 
no feeling there. The one I convinced myself was a dream and pretend it never 
happened because things don’t get that good. I can write about that because it’s 
easier than writing about Rome.

I can’t write about Rome, but I can write about what it’s like to have left. I can 
write about waking up in my own bed and realizing that all those times I wished I 
was home were a huge mistake. Or wandering a silent, familiar house that doesn’t 
recognize me anymore, standing there in the dark at six in the morning, wide 
awake, hungry for lunchtime halfway across the world in a city that has already 
forgotten me.  I can write about what it’s like to be an outsider in my hometown 
where I am neither fully American nor fully Roman—only wholly fueled on the 
chaotic adrenaline of city living but on the cusp of running out and with nowhere 
to direct it. The high will wear off tomorrow or the next day and the crash will 
come, yet there is no bed to fall into. 

It’s a dreary, grey street I wander down between acceptance and heartbreak 
where halfhearted smiles are the only response to “how was your trip?” because 
my memories are only mine and until I can show them they will remain mine. 
Names and places are all I can give because the rest doesn’t fit into words—like 
grey, which is all-enveloping. Gray cobblestones, grey snow, grey tears, where 
once everything inside was green and white and red. 

And so I’ll draw a curtain across my city, my greatest love, and smile politely 
when asked about it like a secret heartbreak where we simply turned and went 
our own separate ways and don’t speak anymore. I’ll put this grey on the dresser 
top next to the beautiful things I brought home knowing this failed love was one 
of them until something carries it off in the middle of the night.

Maybe then I can write about it.
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Untitled,  stoneware 
Tiffany Fluker
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When Insomnia Strikes

When you’re the only one awake as
the hours creep to daylight, you
realize how alone you really are.

Insomnia takes you by the
hand as if to say,

I’ll be here with you through the
night. Don’t worry, everything

will be alright.
But this fiend only drains you of

all energy.
It’s like being a prisoner

in your own world
that’s deathly

quiet and
hollow.

Those few hours, if any, that
you sleep, seem to make it

worse.

Climb out of bed, darling,
even if sleep abandoned

you last night,
because the world

still woke up
and said,

Good morning.
So, wipe those heavy

eyes, and pull
through.

You’ll be okay, even if you
look dead today.

It’s the 
night’s little 

secret.

- Jessica Santa Clara, Freshman

Drawing Inspired by Diego Velazquez,  
conte and charcoal 
Rickie Anderson, Jr
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My art teacher lied to me—blue is a warm color too

I was sea green
and sand-covered toes
in summer.
There was the pier’s edge,
a fog away from a horizon.
I could see ten feet before me
but not my hands
because I did not wish
to see what I had done,
to see the dirt
under my fingernails
and in the creases,
those life lines reading
“lost at sea,”
searching for safety in
abandoned lighthouses.

Today, I am blue
and a cold, runny nose
in winter.
The pier is frozen,
and I wore the wrong boots.
You must be cold,
a stranger says to me,
and I sniffle twice and smile
because my cold hands are red
but my warm heart is blue.
Blue like my favorite sky, 
my first ocean,
and those stars
behind my eyelids,
yes, my constellations, not yours,
leading me home.

- Cassandra Anouthay, Junior

Rorschach Houston,  
digital print 

Gina Kukulski
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Dear Metaphor

I’m the third day of July when you meet me,
sluggish and warm, stuck still in time,
re-hardened candle wax on the face of your birthday cake.

You’re the middle of a bone-frozen November;
your crystallized breath raises the hair on my neck
but your skin is as soft as newborn snow.

I’m a feral black cat with self-esteem issues,
skittish and unlucky with a piss-poor attitude,
a superstitious pessimist sinking into stiffness.

You’re a murderous granite park fountain,
stagnantly deep enough to drown in,
and I’m bringing all my wish-thrown pennies to your feet.

I’m a hunger-stricken hangover cradling your hell,
hanging on to your problems like a day-old noose,
a glass half-empty of hot July air.

You’re a still-born promise with a heart full of heavy,
well-water snowflakes fallen on each cheek,
completely unaware of what you do to me.

- Darcy Vines, Junior

Diamond in the Rough,  
digital photography 

Kiley Rakowski
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Hands
Anna Kirvan, Senior

His hands palm the globe that is now my belly.  Looking now at the 
photograph, years later, his hands seem awkward and too large, not quite sure 
how to grasp my stomach.  They hover somewhere between holding a basketball 
and removing a Christmas tree ornament from its box.  We stand against a peeling 
red barn at Klackle’s Orchard.  I’d imagined when the photo was taken that his 
hands would perfectly contour my round belly, that it would be like pressing his 
palm into wet sand.   

In the next photograph, I place my palm over his and smile timidly down at my 
rotund belly as he kisses the top of my head.  Our hands are unsure again.  His 
unsure of my belly, mine unsure of his hands.  

When he holds our son for the first time, he looks sure in the photographs, 
resolved.  For the first time in a while, I forget about his hands when they were 
too busy holding cool cans of PBR the night before to make it to any of my 
appointments  I forget about when we were late for my ultrasound because his 
hands were too busy at war with a video game controller.  He holds our son like 
he’d just rescued a fallen baby robin, that day.  

Today, there are no more photographs of him and me, although I’ve become 
quite the photographer.  Today, my hands are full.  I carry tubs of Play-doh and 
my paint splattered work apron, Desitin and used textbooks.  I carry crayons and 
recipes and a stuffed donkey.  I carry my son and he holds my hair in his hands.  

Pilgrims,  charcoal 
Alex Whiteley
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My Stomach

My stomach was cold oatmeal.
It was picked-off nail polish,
a shaken can of soda.
My stomach was dry, deceiving turf.
It was a trembling spider egg,
the puddle under week-old Jell-o.

My stomach is the rain on a lake.
It is shivering leaves,
cold feet bared to the night breeze.
My stomach is fresh paint.
It is the light on the radio that never turns off,
the too-quick tick of my wind-up watch.

My stomach will be the warm rush of brandy.
It will be a cozy hen house on a November day,
a brimming rain barrel.
My stomach will be a bluegrass band,
a resolving major chord.
It will be the dancing at my sister’s wedding.

- Darcy Vines, Junior

Untitled,  aluminum 
Mackenzie Klingenberg
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Heart of Colorado

My heart is mountains;
within the mountains
with you. 

You fold my soul 
in foggy valleys
of musty cedars.

Colorado.

I am hungry to taste the tang—
to bite, to nibble
our love running up 
and through the 
hiking trails 
that pump the 
blood to my heart
to my—

Colorado.

You are the woods.
You are trees spouting
out of my toes.
You are snow dusting
Rocky Mountain eyelids.

You—
you are the mountain. 

- Ryanne James, Senior

Landscape 4,  
monotype
Margaret Miller
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Better Below,  acrylic and 
ink on canvas 

Benjamin Stoner
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Fireflies

The fireflies in Michigan do not limit themselves
to country roads and open fields—
but they fill cities,
pushing at the boundaries,
reminding us that the bugs of this Earth
are more evolved than the politics surrounding 
a strip of land.

When I witnessed the protest in New Orleans,
the trumpets and saxophones continued,
the bass player turned towards the window,
the singer allowed the protestors to become the harmony,
never stopping to second guess the beat.

Free, free Palestine

So we sip our whiskey in a jazz club
as their fists raise.
Can’t they see—
it is a privilege to sit in our seats and discuss.

The darkness of this bar has clouded—
the minds of those sitting still.
But New Orleans does not sit still,
even when levies break,
and help does not come—
they speak, they spread.
They push at the boundaries. 

I was moved from my spot,
not recognizing that I was now on the street corner,
listening.

Palestine will never die

I simply observe,
not able to find my own voice.
I just keep thinking 
about how beautiful
their faces are
in this light and how
each face is framed—
by small fireflies.

- Mariah Perkins, Senior
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Kentucky

Daniel Boone National Forest is open to trespassers.
Remember to camp only a hundred feet away from any stream,
yet I am more than a thousand feet from anyone’s veins—
afraid of what their life stream will say.

Kentucky left me ink-stained skin,
sore calves
and a desire to stare at rivers 
until I became a river,
because damn I want to flow.

I want to be open to the rush and push
of white water and Cumberland Falls.
I want to dance with sedimentary rocks—
the kind found layering when they are pushed,
basking in the sun.

I lost myself in the forest—
climbed a mountain outside the trail,
but never felt out of control.

Kentucky showed me a natural bridge,
told me that we can naturally bend—
allowing others to bridge gaps through our spine.

I loosened up and saw myself,
found ink stains and pebbles,
makeshift homes and weather veins
and this is something I cannot lose to the trail.

- Mariah Perkins, Senior
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Untitled,  stoneware 
Mackenzie Klingenberg
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Millionth Chances

Tell me about the time we threw rotten apples at the moon

and prayed they would stick.

How it was late, and your knuckles were bruised,

and the world laid flat like a hand-stitched quilt

for only me and you.

How when the pages began to turn in on themselves

we did too, yellowing with age,

genuflecting to our bodies alone,

singing hallelujah to our weathered hearts.

Tell me about the time we made wishes on falling leaves

and thought about crashing the car nine times on the way home

but mortal sin is for the mortal, ripe with reasons,

filled with chances to never say no.

How autumn will always feel like bones rattling,

and winter is the sound of glass breaking,

but only if you listen closely. Only if you listen.

This life, it’s not like a bridge, where both ends

can be seen and unseen.

It’s more like the cathedral bell’s echo,

how it played music long after being struck,

and the steps we’ve danced ever since have been golden.

Tell me about our millionth chance,

and how we’ve deserved every one.

This life, our entire milky way, fresh for the taking,

and even you can’t ignore.

Tell me you’ll be okay too.

- Darcy Vines, Junior
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Study of Color,  oil on 
canvas 

Rickie Anderson, Jr
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Despair,  digital 
photography 

Kiley Rakowski
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Grounded

Depression looks like
the bottom of my hand
after pushing myself up off the ground
or the bend in my neck
after sleeping
contorted on a couch.

Depression is the constant uncomfortable grip
of an unwelcome partner.
The body feels it—
is drained by it.

Spots of time feel like the breeze
when it kisses my cheek 
or the gracious way water allows me to float.

In between these flashing moments 
are dense  broad forests
too dark to distinguish an oak from a pine.

These spaces make the wind feel like a slap
and the water forcing me to drown.
I am finding it hard to remember how to swim.

My hand has pebbles and dirt suctioned to my palm
from the many times I have pushed myself up,
telling the bend in my neck to get a massage,
wiping off my dusty knees.

This contortion is unwelcome—
I am trying to take myself back,
remember how to float
how to stay away from the ground.

- Mariah Perkins, Senior
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Time in a Teacup

Adorned with images of teddy bears,

your square-ish, flattened handle protrudes,

extending the invitation:

drink.

Over twelve years ago,

we met when my father’s hands placed you in mine.

Your ceramic smooth skin kissed my fingers,

nearly burning them.

The heavy clunk of you on the table

was your hello.

The tinkling clink of the spoon stirring sugar

was your morning song.

Untitled,  stoneware 
Mackenzie Klingenberg
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Through sickness and stress,

house chores and homework,

love and laughter,

arguments and anger,

periods and pms,

relationships and break ups,

you were there, like a teddy bear.

You came with me to college,

chipped and stained.

Almost dropped you—shattered! Doing dishes one day.

But we made it--

through road trips and plane trips,

nights at girlfriends’ houses,

nights in upscale hotels,

the month in New York,

the two weeks in North Carolina--

you were my home away from home.

Through the years that seemed as short

as a single sip of tea,

you stuck it out with me:

through my awkward adolescence,

troubled teenage years,

college-kid-cram sessions,

long hours at work,

late breakfasts before classes,

after dinner, before crashing,

you were there to remind me

that if you could make it without breaking,

I could.

- Raven Tolliver, Senior
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Big City Blues

The sirens are my alarm.
Already a boy walking to the school bus
lies dead on the street.
Another victim of the violence.
His blood soaks the concrete
and the books that once held his future.

It’s not even nine.
My commute is slow.

One by one, sluggish people
file onto the small bus.

Kanye West pounds in my ears,
drowning the noises
of the passengers out.

The bus pulls over again
to allow police cars to zoom by.

A gang robs another store.

Hookers sell themselves in the street.

The drug dealer sells another dime bag.

Eventually it all runs together
into one big blur of crime.

I sigh and lean back,
bruising my spine on the hard seat.
I finish the dregs of my coffee—
draining what little hope
I have left
I have left.

- Karri Selleck, Senior
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Rorschach La Boca, digital print 
Gina Kukulski
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Dancing Fool
Anna Kirvan, Senior

I was six years old when my parents enrolled me in dance class.  I don’t 
remember much about the classes.  Mostly I just stared at myself in the mirror and 
picked my nose, uninterested in heel drops and time steps.  What I do remember 
is my shiny black tap shoes, with their metal toes and heels.  I remember the 
click clack on the kitchen linoleum and pretending I was Shirley Temple.  I also 
remember my first (and last) dance recital; panic set in as my mom’s AA friend 
smudged lipstick onto my teeth and snapped photos of me in my cowboy hat.  I 
remember the realization that I didn’t know any of the steps, and anxiously trying 
to copy the others’ movements, always one step behind.  Humiliated, I decided I 
hated dance, and rejected all things considered “girly.”  I went home and ripped 
the head off my first (and last) Barbie Doll. 

At twelve, I thought I would give theater a try.  I auditioned for a role in “Noah’s 
Ark” at the Catholic Church I grew up in.  I wanted to be cast as Noah.  Instead, 
I was a frog.  I also learned that the play was actually a musical, and I would have 
to learn “choreography,” a term that sounded as foreign to me as a man loading 
hundreds of pairs of animals onto a hand-crafted boat.  I made excuses to skip 
almost every rehearsal, but when it came to show time, my parents told me I 
couldn’t quit.  “There’s two of every animal; they won’t even miss me!” I begged 
them, terrified of a repeat of my last time performing. 

At opening night, I sat in an empty CCD classroom, with my fellow animal 
cast mates, watching the lead actors on a screen and awaiting our cue to join 
them.  Unprepared again, I frantically tried to copy my cast mates, lip syncing 
and kicking my feet in rhythm.  I thought I was doing a fine job, and considered a 
career on Broadway.  I spun about and soundlessly opened and closed my mouth 
enthusiastically, my head full of visions of the many roses which would surely be 
thrown my way come curtain call.  The vision ended abruptly at the sight of one 
of the green webbed flippers from my costume arching itself over the audience, 
pirouetting in slow motion, only to find a landing place on a gray-blue cotton ball 
head.  I finished the dance defeated and flipper-less, and decided performing 
wasn’t my niche.  

I’m fifteen years old and it’s my first homecoming.  I am dateless, and wearing 
brand new braces.  The song of the year is “Superman Crank That” by Soulja 
Boy, and I’m positive the cafeteria will be full of sweaty teenagers performing 
the dance from the music video in perfect synchrony.  For this reason, I’ve come 
prepared, having spent weeks practicing in my bedroom late at night, in the 
pitch black, headphones in my ears.  Halfway through the evening, I hear the 
now familiar voice of Soulja Boy (“ayy i got this new dance fo yall called tha Soulja 
Boy”) summoning me onto the dance floor, confident that this performance will 
go well.  As I sidle into a row alongside my best friend, I see my crush, Fernando, 
in the corner of my eye.  Flustered, I miss Soulja Boy’s instructions to “punch 
den crank back 3 times from left ta right.” Eager to impress, I catch up and “crank 
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dat Soulja Boy” for three minutes straight, only to turn around to see Fernando 
chatting up a junior.  I decide school dances are stupid.

The air is fresh and I breathe sangria and crawfish as I stroll down Frenchmen 
Street my first night in New Orleans with my best friend and some of our fellow 
hostel mates.  I am twenty two years old.  We walk into the Spotted Cat Music 
Club and are greeted by the blast of trumpets, and deep bellowing cellos played 
by southern gentlemen.  I order a whisky diet, and join my new friends on the 
dance floor.  At first, I sway awkwardly, unsure of how to move to jazz music, 
afraid of revealing my lack of confidence.  I feel stiff and tall, like a tree rooted to 
the floor, in the middle of a fluidly moving crowd.  The blare of the saxophone 
becomes muted to my anxious thoughts until one of my hostel mates, Andrew, 
grabs my dangling limb and spins me around.  “I don’t know how to dance!” I tell 
him.  Andrew has a stick and poke tattoo of a crown on his middle finger, and he 
calls himself “King Andy.”  He says we are the kings of our own world, and I fall in 
love with him that week.  He also tells me that there is no “how” of dancing, that 
you just have to hear the music and let your body do the thinking.  That night, I 
forget about my tap shoes, and my frog flipper.  I forget about steps to a music 
video and forget everything.  I just laugh and dance.  Later, at the Blue Nile, we 
move to reggae music, and one of the musicians, a middle-aged man with long 
gray-black dreads hops off stage and dances with me.  I decide that dancing 
doesn’t come with a set of instructions, that confidence doesn’t mean being an 
expert, and that sometimes, not thinking teaches greater lessons.  

North South 
Enders, acrylic  
and oil on canvas
Benjamin Stoner
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Chemo

I feel like a cancer

my bones have been drinking my blood

for far too long

leaving scars where my womanhood had once been

They’re healing 

not in the way a sickness does

but in the way a potter fixes his cracks

or the worm on the sidewalk dries up

with the rain

There’s a drought in my veins

from performing biopsies

on the tendrils of my spine

My lungs are collapsing

and I am no longer myself

I am my disease

and my disease is only that of my mind.

- Adison Bucec, Sophomore
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Untitled #1,  oil on canvas 
Alex Whiteley
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A Shot in the Dark
Sarah Schomisch, Freshman

  I open the shutter. 
  From my aerial perspective, I view a million flashbulbs covering the earth with 

glitter. The dark field sparkles in the night.
  I try a different angle, one with no sleeves, bare feet, and an empty jar.
  Absorbing the panorama before me, I am saturated with its beauty. There is 

no noise in this candid world. The night is a darkroom, and my irises widen. The 
lights grow brighter and continue with their exposures. They adjust to frame me. 

  The bulbs flash and turn to dark. I struggle to take one, just one fleeting life, 
before it disappears into the dead space around it.  

  I only have one shot, so I change the focus, go deeper into the field, and 
follow the light. 

  I have to capture the bulb before it fades away. 

Rutile Blue with Cobalt,  
stoneware 

Tiffany Fluker


